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Abstract: This paper presents various ways of encoding geometric frustration in tetrahedral packings,1

by introducing small gaps to form quasicrystalline order, by curving to the 4th dimension with2

discrete curvatures, by distortion of tetrahedral edges and by twisting the edge-sharing and/or3

vertex-sharing local tetrahedral clusters. The key to these methods is to encode the deficit of the4

tetrahedral dihedral angle in closing a circle which is the cause of the geometric frustration. A5

surprising connection between the discrete curvature method and the twisting method is that both the6

transformation angle and the joint angle are the same in the one case as in the other. This connection7

leads to a way of encoding discrete curvature with twisting, which may help to model spacetime8

based on a quasicrystalline network that serves as a discrete version of a pseudo-Riemannian space.9

Keywords: Geometric frustration; discrete curvature; twisting, tetrahedral packings; Clifford10

algebra; effective dihedral angle.11

1. Introduction12

Geometric frustration, as discussed in this paper, refers to situations where local order cannot13

propagate freely throughout space [1]. Classical examples include 2D pentagonal order and 3D14

icosahedral order, where the dihedral angle of the unit cell does not divide 2π, and therefore, it is15

not compatible with the translations. A traditional solution to relieve the frustration in nD is to curve16

the space into n + 1D so that the vertices of the prototiles (pentagons in the 2D example) all land on17

an n-sphere (dodecahedron) and the discrete curvature is concentrated at the joints of the prototiles18

(dodecahedral edges). This eliminates the deficit in the dihedral angle to close a circle [1]. As in the19

above example, the pentagonal order can propagate freely on a 2-sphere, for example a dodecahedron20

or icosahedron, while the icosahedral order can propagate freely on a 3-sphere, for example, a 600-cell21

or 120-cell. However, the above hyper-sphere solution gives only a finite propagation of the local22

order since the spherical space is finite. In order to achieve infinite propagation, quasicrystalline order23

needs to be considered. There will be more rules/restrictions and complexity in the quasicrystal.24

Nevertheless, global propagation of the local pattern can be achieved.25

This paper focuses on tetrahedral packings as an example. There has been a race on dense26

tetrahedral packings in recent years [2–9]. It is clear that the densest local tetrahedral cluster is27

20 tetrahedra sharing a vertex, which forms local icosahedral order that cannot propagate freely,28

leading to geometric frustration. Various methods to propagate this local order and encode the29

geometric frustration are discussed in the following sections. Specifically, the surprising mapping of30
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Figure 1. An (a) edge-sharing and (b) vertex sharing local tetrahedral cluster.

the transformation angle and joint angle between the discrete curvature method and the twisting method31

leads to a conjecture on representing a discretized pseudo-Riemannian spacetime with a family of32

quasicrystalline twist networks.33

2. Encoding Geometric Frustration in Tetrahedral Packing34

The tetrahedron configuration is the densest local sphere packing in 3D, and is also with the35

lowest energy state for four atoms. Yet tetrahedron cannot tile 3D space. The densest packing of36

tetrahedra is therefore a non-trivial problem that is of interest to chemists and physicists, as well as37

mathematicians. Regular tetrahedra, with a dihedral angle of ArcCos[1/3] that does not divide 2π,38

will leave gaps between them when arranged in edge-sharing (Figure 1a) or vertex-sharing (Figure39

1b) configurations. It is this kind of “discrepancy” that is called geometric frustration. “Frustration”40

here can also be thought of in some models as “pressure” or “defects” that function as resistance to41

the crystalline propagation of the local pattern. In this sense, it is not really a “negative” concept.42

Quite the contrary, from an information theoretic point of view it can be used to encode information,43

or in spacetime physics it may be used to encode gravity. More details will be discussed in section 10.44

The geometric frustration in tetrahedral packings can be encoded in four different ways: 1) by45

evenly distributing the gaps, 2) by discrete curvature into a fourth dimension, 3) by distortion, and46

4) by twisting. All these methods will enable quasicrystalline propagation of the local pattern. The47

following sections will introduce each method and the connections between them, mostly using the48

vertex-sharing 20-tetrahedron cluster as an example.49

2.1. Encoding Geometric Frustration with Gaps50

For the local cluster to have definite symmetry order, we choose to distribute the gaps evenly51

between the tetrahedra (Figure 2a) and le local icosahedral order propagate in quasicrystal by52

introducing other local order. This method of encoding geometric frustration is called the gap method,53

and the propagation of the local order using this method was demonstrated by Fang et.al. [10]. An54

icosahedral quasicrystal, as a packing of tetrahedra, can be obtained by two approaches: the first is55

by decorating a quasicrystal that is a 3D slice of the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal [11], and the second is56

by decorating the 3D Ammann tiling with regular tetrahedra [12].57

The first approach is a guided decoration of the 3D slice of the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal, which58

contains three types of intermeshing polyhedra, icosidodecahedra, dodecahedra, and icosahedra, as59

shown in Figure 3a. These polyhedra are decorated (Figure 3c-e) based on the arrangement of the60

tetrahedra in the 600-cells of the Elser-Sloan quasicrystal because each of the shapes is a section61

(boundary of a cap) of a 600-cell. For example, the dodecahedron is a slice above the equator of62

the 600-cell and is the boundary of a cap of 70 tetrahedra. This is why the dodecahedron is decorated63

with 70 tetrahedra, as shown in Figure 3e. For the icosidodecahedron, which is a slice through the64

equator of the 600-cell and is a cap of 300 tetrahedra, the outer layer of tetrahedra has to be removed65
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Figure 2. Four methods of encoding the geometric frustration in the 20-tetrahedron cluster: (a) by
gaps, (b) by discrete curvature, (c) by distortion, and (d) by twisting. (e) → (f) illustrate the 2D
analogy of the process of transitioning from the gaps to discrete curvature and then to distortion.

Figure 3. (a) 3D slice of the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal. (b) 10-tetrahedron “ring”. (c) 20-tetrahedron
“ball” (icosahedral cluster), obtained by capping the ring with two 5-tetrahedron groups. (d)
40-tetrahedron cluster, obtained by placing a tetrahedron on top of each face of the icosahedron in
(c). (e) 70-tetrahedron dodecahedral cluster, obtained by adding 30 more tetrahedra in the crevices in
(d). (f) Patch of the resulting quasicrystal, which contains the clusters shown in (c), (d) and (e) around
its center.

to be able to fit nicely in the icosidodecahedron. This method can be thought of as a decoration of the66

3D slice of the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal, guided by the structure of the quasicrystal itself.67

The second approach is a direct decoration of the 3D Ammann tiling [12] generated by placing68

a 20-tetrahedron “ball” (Figure 3c) at each vertex, and a 10-tetrahedron “ring” (Figure 3b) around69

each edge of each of the rhombohedra, and then removing all those tetrahedra that do not intersect70

the rhombohedron. Like in the first approach, where the extra tetrahedra that do not fit have to be71

removed, here some tetrahedra at the facets of the rhombohedral cell have to pick a polarity to favor72

one of the two cells that share this facet.73

In this quasicrystal, the geometric frustration is encoded in the finite types of gaps which74

preserve the icosahedral symmetry globally, as well as locally at certain vertices. Not all vertices75

in a quasicrystal have global symmetry, though, so it is not an ideal solution to express the geometric76
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Figure 4. A sample patch of (d) the projected 3D quasicrystal, with (a) its first layer, (b) second layer
and (c) third layer.

frustration from an energetic or ordering simplicity point of view. However, the extra complexity in77

the quasicrystal may have a useful application for encoding complex information.78

2.2. Encoding Geometric Frustration with Discrete Curvature79

An ideal solution to geometric frustration in tetrahedral packings is to use discrete curvature,80

where, unlike in the gap method, propagation of the local pattern is unhindered and all vertices are81

free of imperfect local symmetries. However, this method requires an extra dimension. For example,82

the 20-tetrahedron cluster in the configuration of Figure 2a can be bent into the 4th dimension to close83

all the gaps between tetrahedra, while keeping their shared vertex invariant, as shown in Figure 2b.84

(An analogue from 2D to 3D is shown in Figure 2e.) The angle by which each tetrahedron has to85

bend may be referred to as the transformation angle, and it may be positive or negative, corresponding86

to bending up or down in the 4th dimension. Where two faces close the gap and meet, geometric87

frustration is encoded in the dihedral angle between them, which we call the joint angle.88

The vertices of the resulting 20-tetrahedron cluster belong to a 3-sphere that lives in 4D. This local89

icosahedral pattern can propagate freely on this 3-sphere until it forms a 4D polytope, the 600-cell,90

each of whose 120 vertices is surrounded by a 20-tetrahedron cluster in the configuration of Figure91

2b. Therefore, a perfect match between local and global order is achieved. However, one drawback of92

this solution is that the 3-sphere is finite. It is true that the local order can propagate freely but not in93

infinite space. One way to resolve this limitation is to again introduce quasicrystalline order, which94

requires that extra local order to be added to the structure. Before we introduce this quasicrystal, let95

us start with the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal, a 4D cut-and-project of the E8 lattice.96

The Elser-Sloane quasicrystal can be thought of as a network of intermeshing 600-cells with97

a certain scale invariance whereby the whole structure repeats indefinitely at different scales. In98

this space, the order described above (the 20-tetrahedron clusters curved in 4D) can propagate by99

following partway along the surface of one 600-cell, then moving to a neighboring 600-cell at the joint100

between the two, while keeping this process up indefinitely, jumping from cell to cell through the 4D101

space. If we limit the path of the propagation to be within a distance of the radius of a 600-cell from102

a single Euclidean 3-space (central 3-space), then the whole path will cover a corrugated 3-space, with103

an aperiodic distribution of local curvature, which in turn encode the geometric frustration. Notice104

that in some places the order might not be able to propagate freely from one 600-cell to the next. In105

this case, extra local order will be introduced, as in the above gap method.106

This quasicrystal that lives in a corrugated 3-space is the foundation for the next method, the107

distortion method.108

2.3. Encoding Geometric Frustration with Distortion109

Geometric frustration can be encoded by directly projecting the above quasicrystal into the110

central 3-space. Notice that this central 3-space is a slice of the Elser-Sloane quasicrystal that has111
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icosahedral symmetry, like the 3D slice mentioned in the gap method. Figure 4d shows a small patch112

of this projection, an icosahedral quasicrystal. There are 7 types of tetrahedra in Figure 4d and they113

are all projected from one 600-cell. Figure 4a shows the center 20 tetrahedra in the 600-cell projection.114

This process is illustrated in Figure 2b to Figure 2c and a 2D analogue is shown in Figure 2f. In115

Figure 2c, we see the edge distortion of the 20 red tetrahedra (in the projected quasicrystal) compared116

to the yellow regular tetrahedra in the 600-cell. The various degrees of distortion in this projected117

3D quasicrystal encode both the information of the geometric frustration and the position of a given118

tetrahedron relative to the center point of the projection of the 600-cell to which it belongs. One should119

also be aware that there are other projected tetrahedral shapes at the positions where distinct 600-cells120

intersect in 4D.121

2.4. Encoding Geometric Frustration with Twisting122

The last method of encoding geometric frustration covered in this paper is by twisting the123

tetrahedra to close the gaps between neighboring tetrahedral faces. This method is important due124

to a unique correspondence with the discrete curvature method. Details of this mapping will be125

discussed in the next section. Let us again start with the 20-tetrahedron cluster. Fang et al. [13] have126

shown that the gaps can be closed by a twisting process from configuration 2a to configuration 2d,127

that is, a rotation of each tetrahedron around an axis that passes through the central shared vertex and128

the tetrahedron’s opposing face center. The angle of twist needed to bring the faces together is called129

the transformation angle, and it can be positive or negative, resulting in either a left- or right-handed130

twisted cluster. Where the facets touch, they do not have the same orientation within their shared131

plane, and geometric frustration is encoded in the relative angle between them, which we call the132

joint angle.133

The resulting configuration 2d has a similarity to configurations 2b and 2c in that all three134

configurations have their plane classes [14] reduced from 70 in 2a to the minimum number of 10, while135

maintaining the icosahedral symmetry. This similarity enables a similar quasicrystalline propagation136

of the local order of configuration 2d. One way to achieve this is to apply a similar twisting action to137

every tetrahedron in the quasicrystal used in the gap method, the result of which is shown by Fang et138

al. [10]. The second method is shown in another paper that is pending publication [13].139

3. The Isomorphism between the Curving Method and the Twisting Method140

For the two different methods of discrete curvature (section 2.2) and twist (section 2.4), we have141

defined the transformation angle and the joint angle for encoding geometric frustration. Surprisingly,142

we find that for the 20-tetrahedron cluster, both the transformation angle and the joint angle are143

exactly the same in the one case as in the other. (Note that the transformation angle equals to the144

angle of R. Buckminster Fuller’s jitterbug rotation [15].) This perfect angle matching between the145

twisted tetrahedral clusters and the clusters on the 3-sphere are intriguing and motivate further study146

of similar cases. Regular tetrahedra can be arranged about a single, shared edge in clusters of 2-, 3-, 4-147

or 5-fold symmetry, and in each case the gaps between them can be closed either by bending up to 4D148

or by twisting in 3D. (In what follows, we ignore the 2-fold cluster because it is degenerate, though149

technically the results still apply.) The twisting is illustrated in the first two rows of Table 1.150

To each edge-sharing cluster there corresponds a vertex-sharing cluster that preserves the151

relative orientations of the tetrahedra and the axial symmetry. Table 1 shows that the twisted152

20-tetrahedron cluster, denoted as 20G, is a composition of twisted vertex-sharing 5-fold cluster and153

the vertex-sharing 3-fold cluster is a subset of this 20G. Furthermore, the twisted vertex-sharing 4-fold154

cluster has eight tetrahedra, with four in one orientation corresponding to a subset of the left-handed155

20G and the other four in the other orientation corresponding to a subset of the right-handed 20G. It156

is not hard to realize that the 3-fold and 5-fold clusters have quasicrystalline order while the 4-fold157

has crystalline order.158
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Table 1. Categorizing the properties of three different types of tetrahedral local clusters and their
corresponding 4D polyhedra.

As mentioned, both the transformation angle and the joint angle are identical, whether used159

to translate geometric frustration in a vertex-sharing 20-tetrahedron cluster from gaps to twisting or160

from gaps to discrete curvature. Therefore, we refer to the 600-cell as a 4D analogue of the 20G due to161

this isomorphism between these two transformations, as well as the fact that in both cases the number162

of tetrahedra sharing a common edge (or edge center) is five, and the number of tetrahedra sharing a163

common vertex is 20. Similarly, the 16-cell is the 4D analogue of the 4-fold case, and the 5-cell is the164

4D analogue of the 3-fold case. In the twisting angle row of Table 1, “E” denotes the twisting angle of165

the tetrahedron around an axis connecting the midpoints of its central and peripheral edges to close166

the edge sharing cluster, “V” denotes the transformation angle to close the vertex-sharing cluster, and167

“F” denotes the joint angle. For the angles in the 4D analogues, “B” denotes the transformation angle168
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(the bending angle to close the gaps) and “D” the joint angle (dihedral angle in this case). Notice169

that, in all three cases, both the transformation angle and the joint angle match exactly! This finding170

implies that, at least locally, there is a perfect equivalence between encoding geometric frustration171

using the discrete curvature method and the twisting method, in other words, the discrete curvature172

in 4d can be replaced by the twisting in 3D because, in either case, the information is encoded in these173

matching angles.174

4. Geometry of closing the gaps175

In all the three cases other than the gaps, there is a manipulation on the dihedral angle to close the176

deficit angle to achieve face kissing and parallel plane class reduction. Fig. 5b-d shows the methods177

of twisting, curvature and distortion to enlarge the effective dihedral angle (projection of the dihedral178

angle in the central plane, colored light blue in the figure) and thereby close up the gaps in Fig. 5a.179

Both the twisting method (Fig. 5b) and the curvature method (Fig. 5c) achieve the goal by rotating the180

tetrahedral dihedral angle (enclosed by the red vectors) out of the central plane which results in the181

corresponding effective dihedral angle in the plane becoming larger.182

Figure 5. Illustration of three different processes of manipulating the tetrahedral dihedral angle in
order to remove the deficit angle in the 5-tetrahedron edge-sharing cluster. The red vectors always
enclose the tetrahedral dihedral angle and the blue vectors enclose the effective dihedral angle
(2π/5) on the central plane (light blue) to close the gaps. (a) 5 tetrahedra sharing a center edge
with gaps/deficit angle evenly distributed between tetrahedra. The gaps are eliminated through (b)
twisting each tetrahedron in the way described above, (c) bending the tetrahedra to the 4th dimension,
or (d) distortion of the tetrahedral edge length. (e) is a magnified view of (d) which shows the
difference between the two angles that is hard to see when they are on the same plane.

5. Proofs of Angle Matching between Discrete Curvature and Twist183

In the following sections, we give technical proofs of the angle matching between the discrete184

curvature and twist cases. Proofs can be done with multiple step trigonometry, but here we use185

Clifford algebra. We do so because Clifford algebra is fundamentally a geometric language. It186

facilitates articulating the proofs by providing a clean and efficient algebraic encoding of geometric187

concepts. Indeed, it is often referred to simply as geometric algebra. For the reader unfamiliar with188

it, [16–18] provide useful introductions, [19] gives a briefer introduction with application to the189

crystallographic space groups, and [20,21] are two monograph references.190
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Figure 6. Face planes F and F′, symmetric across a mirror plane M. They share a common vector h,
and have normals f and f ′. Shown (a) obliquely and (b) directly from the +h direction.

The curve and the twist are orthogonal transformations in 4 and 3 dimensions, respectively, that191

bring the faces F of adjacent tetrahedra into contact. We begin with some general considerations on192

bringing two distinct bivector planes into coincidence by such rotations. After that we shall apply the193

resulting formulas to the cases of interest involving tetrahedra in the edge-sharing and vertex-sharing194

configurations.195

Transformations between Bivectors – Basic Definitions196

Given any two intersecting planes F and F′ in 3D, there is a unique mirror plane M through197

which F′ is a reflection of F. We represent these planes by bivectors, shown in Figure 6, along with198

the bivector H orthogonal to them all. The following vectors are also introduced. Let h be the vector199

normal to H, along the intersection of F, F′, and M. Let m and f be normal to M and F, respectively,200

and on the same side, and let g = f H, n = mH, so that f , g, h and m, n, h are right-handed orthogonal201

vector triads. Let all these vectors and bivectors have unit magnitude (though in the figure, for visual202

clarity, the bivectors are shown enlarged). Furthermore, let i be the unit right-handed trivector of the203

space. Thus,204

m2 = −M2 = 1, etc.

M = im, F = i f , H = ih, (1)

f gh = mnh = i = unit 3D trivector.

We include an additional unit vector a which will be used to construct the transformations.205

Finally, each multivector is paired with its mirror reflection through M, denoted by a prime symbol,206

e.g., F′ is the reflection of F, f ′ that of f , etc. (a is an exception—its counterpart a′ is across M, but is207

not necessarily a reflection.)208

The bivector F′ can be brought into coincidence with F by either the discrete curve or the twist209

transformation as described in the previous sections. Each of these is a rotation characterized by a210
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simple bivector (its rotation plane), and the vector a is introduced to define these bivectors—in the211

curve case a is part of the rotation plane, and in the twist case it is the rotation axis. Along with a212

we have defined θM and θF, the angles that a makes respectively with the mirror M and the face F.213

(Note that in the figure, we have drawn a in the H-plane: that is a case of particular interest, which214

simplifies some results and is necessary for others, but the derivations below will not assume it to215

begin with. It turns out to be necessary when a′ is the mirror reflection of a.)216

6. Transformation Angles217

6.1. Discrete Curvature – Rotation from a to e4 in the 4th Dimension218

As indicated in the section on encoding geometric frustration by discrete curvature, the faces219

F and F′ can be brought together by rotating each up into the fourth dimension. Let e4 be the unit220

vector in 4D orthogonal to i. We rotate F in the e4a plane and F′ in the e4a′ plane, so the two rotations221

come from different lines in 3D but converge toward the same line in the fourth dimension. The222

rotations are symmetric across the mirror plane M—or, more accurately, they are symmetric across the223

hypersurface normal to m. For each multivector, therefore, we define its counterpart as its reflection224

in this hypersurface,225

a′ = −mam, F′ = mFm, etc. (2)

(plus sign for even multivectors, minus sign for odd ones). Each rotation acts on the entire 3D226

space, and so each rotates the initial space i into a distinct space. They do this in such a way that F227

and F′ are brought together where the two spaces intersect in a sort of fold of discrete curvature (the228

2D-to-3D analogue is illustrated in Figure 2e). The transformations are given by229

F → Fc = CFC̃ C = e
1
2 e4aα

F′ → F′c = C′F′C̃′ C′ = e
1
2 e4a′α, (3)

where α is the angle of rotation, and reversion of C is represented by the tilde, C̃. With a′ given230

by (2), the rotation bivector for C′ becomes e4a′ = −e4mam = me4am, so C′ is231

C′ = em( 1
2 e4aα)m = mCm. (4)

Now as F′ is rotated, it becomes232

F′c = C′F′C̃′ = mCmmFmmC̃m = mCFC̃m = mFcm, (5)

so F′c and Fc are still related by reflection. Convergence, then, means that Fc has become its own233

reflection, i.e.,234

Fc = F′c = mFcm. (6)

This implies Fc is orthogonal to m, or235

0 = 〈 Fcm 〉1 =
〈

CFC̃m
〉

1
, (7)

where 〈 . . . 〉k means the k-vector part of the expression (in this case, the 1-vector part, i.e., the236

vector part). Eq. (7) can be expanded by splitting F into parts that commute and anticommute with a,237
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Figure 7. Aspects of the curvature transformation, shown in the He4 3-space. (a) Vectors g and g′

rotate respectively around b and b′, to where they meet in the ne4 plane. Vector a also rotates up to ac,
so θF between ac and gc projects down to θM between a and n. (b), (c) Alternative view, showing how
θF, after the rotation, projects to match θM in the H plane

F+ ≡ F ∧ aa, F− ≡ F · aa, F = F+ + F− (8)

CF+C̃ = F+, CF−C̃ = C2F−. (9)

(We have used the fact that all bivectors in 3D commute with e4, so since F+ commutes with a it238

also commutes with e4a. In like manner F− anticommutes with e4a.) We use this expansion in (7), and239

expand C2 = ee4aα into cos α + e4a sin α. This yields240

0 =
〈

CFC̃m
〉

1
=

〈
F+m + C2F−m

〉
1

= F+ ·m + cos αF− ·m + sin α 〈 e4aF−m 〉1
= F+ ·m + cos αF− ·m + e4 sin α a · F ·m. (10)

The last step is because e4 is perpendicular to the 3-space that contains F+, F−, and m, and for the241

same reason, the last term is orthogonal to the first two and so must vanish independently. Ignoring242

the trivial case of α = 0, this means243

0 = a · F ·m = F ·m ∧ a, (11)

and so in order for us to have a solution, the m ∧ a plane must be perpendicular to F, or, looking244

at Figure 6, a must lie in H. This eliminates the sin α term in (10), which can then be solved for245

cos α = − F+ ·m
F− ·m

= −〈 F ∧ a am 〉1
〈 F · a am 〉1

=
F ∧ a m ∧ a
F · a m · a , (12)

where the denominator was simplified using the fact that F · a is orthogonal to both a and m.246

Looking again at Figure 6 we can write this in terms of the angles,247

cos α =
sin θF cos θM
cos θF sin θM

=
tan θF
tan θM

. (13)

One can understand the geometry of this calculation with the help of Figure 7. Since h is left248

invariant, we ignore it for now and consider the 3-space of He4. Figure 7a shows how as a is rotated249
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up toward e4, it traces out a disc with axis b, and its projection down in H stays along a. Meanwhile,250

g is also rotated around b, tracing out a cone. It meets g′ where that cone intersects the ne4 plane,251

whereupon gc ⊥m, so Fc (= gch) is orthogonal to m, which is the constraint (6) that determines our252

solution.253

At that point, the projection of gc down in H lies along n, so θF between gc and ac projects down254

to θM between n and a (Figure 7c). For tetrahedra arranged symmetrically about a shared edge, the255

gap 2(θM−θF) between face planes is the angular deficit, and the projective matching of θF to θM256

eliminates this deficit and closes the circle.257

6.2. Twist – Rotation about a in 3D258

Instead of using rotations from a and a′ into the 4th dimension, we may bring F and F′ into259

coincidence by rotating them around the a and a′ axes in 3D. In this case, referred to as the twist, both260

rotations are given the same handedness about their respective axes, rather than rotating in toward261

each other or out away from each other; they are not, therefore, mirror reflections of each other. As262

shown below, the primed rotation can be constructed from the unprimed one by inversion through the263

single vector n, which lies in the reflection plane M and is normal to the intersection line h (see Figure264

6). F and F′ are still related by mirror inversion through M, but since both F and n are perpendicular265

to H, this is equivalent to an anti-inversion through n. Thus,266

a′ = ngn,

F′ = mFm = HnFHn = −nFn, (14)

F → Ft = TFT̃ T = e−
1
2 iaα

F′ → F′t = T′F′T̃′ T′ = e−
1
2 ia′α, (15)

T′ = en(− 1
2 iaα)n = nTn. (16)

where α is the transformation angle, as before. We justify using the same symbol as in the discrete267

curvature case by showing below that it has the same value.268

As F′ is transformed, it becomes269

F′t = T′F′T̃′ = nTn(−nFn)nT̃n = −nTFT̃n = −nFtn. (17)

Similar to what we saw in the case of bending in 4D, F and F′ continue to be related by270

anti-inversion through n as they are rotated. Solution for the α that brings them into coincidence271

therefore requires that F become its own anti-inversion, i.e.,272

Ft = F′t = −nFtn, (18)

which means that Ft contains n, or273

0 = Ft ∧ n = 〈 Ftn 〉3 =
〈

TFT̃n
〉

3
. (19)

As before, this can be expanded by splitting F into F+ and F−, which have the same commutation274

properties with T as they did with C,275

TF+T̃ = F+, TF−T̃ = T2F−. (20)
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Using this in (19) and expanding T2 = cos α− ia sin α gives276

0 =
〈

TF0T̃n
〉

3
=

〈
F+n + T2F−n

〉
3

= F+ ∧ n + cos αF− ∧ n− sin α 〈 iaF−n 〉3
= F+ ∧ n + cos αF− ∧ n− i sin α a · F · n. (21)

In contrast to the previous case, all three terms here are linearly dependent, so the sin α term277

does not vanish independently: a and a′ need not lie in the H plane. Substituting for sin α in terms of278

cos α, we could make of (21) a quadratic in cos α with a straightforward but slightly messy solution.279

For our current purposes, however, we want to compare the transformation angle α in the twist case280

to that in the discrete curvature case, starting from the same initial configuration and using the same281

vectors a and a′ to define the transformations. We therefore take a to lie in H as before. This once282

again eliminates the sin α term, and (21) can be solved for cos α,283

cos α = − F+ ∧m
F− ∧m

= −〈 F ∧ a an 〉3
〈 F · a an 〉3

=
F ∧ a n · a
F · a n ∧ a

, (22)

where the denominator in the last expression uses the fact that F · a is orthogonal to both a and284

n. Referring to Figure 6, we can write this in terms of the angles,285

cos α =
sin θF cos θM
cos θF sin θM

=
tan θF
tan θM

. (23)

This reproduces (13), demonstrating that in order to bring the face planes into coincidence, the286

twist transformation requires the same angle as the discrete curvature one.287

It is a bit tricky to understand the geometry of this calculation by visualizing the rotations of the288

planes, but since it all occurs in 3D, we can focus on the rotations of their normals f and f ′ illustrated289

in Figure 8a. The vector normal to H is now h, and all aspects of the transformation remain within290

the 3-space of Hh = i. Vectors f and f ′ are to be rotated until they are directly opposite each other;291

for easier comparison with the discrete curvature, we show f and − f ′ in the figure, which rotate292

until they become the same. They sweep out cones around a and −a′, respectively, becoming aligned293

where these cones intersect the original mh plane, i.e., when ft⊥ n. That implies Ft (= gtht) contains294

n, which is the constraint expressed algebraically by (19).295

The twist also rotates g around a to gt, keeping θF unchanged between gt and a (Figures 8b,8c).296

F is rotated around a until F contains n (i.e., ft ⊥ n), whereupon the projection of n onto Ht (dark297

red triangle) lies along gt. Therefore, θM between n and a projects onto Ht to match θF between gt298

and a. (Note that here we are comparing θM and θF as projected onto the twisted Ht, whereas in the299

discrete curvature case we compared the angles as projected onto the original H.) Figures 8b and 8c300

also include an extra plane F′′ that forms a dihedral angle of 2θF with F. One can see how, as the301

planes are rotated, that dihedral angle’s cross section in the H plane (blue) expands to match 2θM.302

6.3. Comparing Discrete Curvature and Twist303

In the discrete curvature case, the gc cone makes an angle 90◦−θF with its axis b, and intersects304

the vertical ne4 plane in two places. For the twist, ft makes the same angle with its axis a, intersecting305

the vertical mh plane in two places. Clearly, the angle of rotation required along their respective306

cones to bring gc and ft to their respective intersections is the same. This shows geometrically that307

the transformation angle α is the same for both C and T.308

We also think of this in terms of the angles θF and θM. Both C and T rotate g until it is projectively309

aligned with n. The respective rotation planes ae4 and bh are accompanied by different projections,310

the one into H and the other into Ht, but the effect in both cases is that, in the projection, θF is made311

to match θM and the angular deficit is eliminated.312
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−a′ f
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− f ′
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H
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FF′′

(b)
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θF α
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Figure 8. Aspects of the twist transformation, in the Hh 3-space. (a) Vectors f and − f ′ rotate
respectively around a and −a′, to where they meet in the mh plane. (b), (c) Alternative view, showing
plane F (instead of its normal f ) along with F′′ to exhibit the dihedral angle 2θF. Vector g rotates
around a down to gt until θM between n and a projects in Ht to θF between gt and a. Within the H
plane, the effective dihedral angle has expanded from θF to θM.

Note, by the way, that (13) and (23) admit of both positive and negative solutions for α. In313

the discrete curvature approach, this corresponds to bending toward ±e4, while in the twist it314

corresponds to left- or right-handed rotation around a.315

7. Joint Angles in the Final Configurations316

The two face planes F and F′ live initially in a single 3D space. We associate with each a unique317

trivector, i = f gh and i′ = f ′g′h, where the primed vectors are mirror reflections across M. Because318

they are in the same 3-space, the two trivectors differ only by a sign, i′ = −i, due to the reflection319

(you can see in Figure 6 that f ′g′h has the opposite handedness of f gh). The discrete curve and the320

twist are each constructed so as to bring the bivectors F and F′ into coincidence, but they do not in321

general bring each individual vector into alignment with its primed counterpart. This results in what322

we have called the joint angle where the face planes meet.323

Under the discrete curvature transformation, the two rotations C and C′ have different actions324

on the original 3D space, so that i′c 6= −ic. More specifically, the vectors within F and F′ do converge325

(g and g′ are brought together in the final state, and h = h′ is left invariant), but the normal vector f326

does not become − f ′, because along the F = F′ plane the two 3-spaces i and i′ meet at a folded joint.327

The joint angle β is the dihedral angle between them, equivalent to the angle between f and f ′.328

Under the twist, the situation is reversed. T and T′ leave i and i′ invariant, so F′ = F implies that329

f ′ = − f . In this case, it is g′ and h′ that are twisted relative to g and h within the final F plane, and330

their relative angle is the joint angle for the twist transformation.331

7.1. Joint Angle for Discrete Curvature in 4D332

The dihedral angle β between the two trivectors curved up in 4D is equivalent to the angle333

between face normals fc and − f ′c (this is actually the exterior dihedral angle; its supplement is the334

interior angle, between fc and + f ′c .). Because the rotations as well as the initial vectors are symmetric335

with respect to reflection by m, the transformed vectors are likewise mirror symmetric, so that m336

bisects the angle between fc and − f ′c . It is actually simpler to calculate this half angle, so we calculate337

the inner product of fc with m,338

cos β = (− f ′c) · fc, cos
β

2
= m · fc. (24)
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We have an explicit expression for C, so it is straightforward to calculate m · fc = 〈mC f C̃〉. There339

is, however, a slightly more direct path to the result. We found in Section 6.1 that gc ⊥ m. Since any340

vector vc in the Hc plane can be expanded in terms of gc and fc, its inner product with m is341

m · vc = m · fc fc · vc + m · gcgc · vc = m · fc fc · vc. (25)

This allows us to solve for m · fc in terms of vc, whatever it may be. Among all the possible342

vectors in the Hc plane, bc is of particular use because b = bc is invariant, being orthogonal to the343

rotation plane e4a. (Recall that b = aH; it is not shown in Figure 6, but can be seen in Figure 7a.) Thus,344

m · b = m · bc = m · fc fc · bc = m · fc f · b, (26)

and therefore345

cos
β

2
= m · fc =

m · b
f · b =

cos θM
cos θF

. (27)

(In the last step we have used m · (−b) = n · a = cos θM and f · (−b) = g · a = cos θF.)346

7.2. Joint Angle for Twist in 3D347

When the faces are twisted together in 3D, their internal frames g, h and g′, h′ end up rotated348

relative to each other by an angle β. (As with α, we shall justify reusing the label β by showing that349

it is the same as the β found in the previous section.) Once again the expression for the half angle350

is simpler, so we calculate the inner product of gt with the vector midway between gt and g′t. The351

symmetry, however, is slightly different in this case because the two twist rotations T and T′ are not352

mirror images across the plane M, but inversions through the vector n.353

Now g′ is the mirror reflection of g by m, but this is equivalent to inversion through n, because354

−mgm = −HngHn = ngn. Thus,355

g′ = ngn, a′ = nan, T′ = nTn, (28)

which leads to356

g′t = T′g′T̃′ = nTnngnnT̃n = ngtn. (29)

We therefore conclude that n is the vector midway between gt and g′t, just as it is between g and357

g′. Hence,358

cos β = g′t · gt, cos
β

2
= n · gt. (30)

As in the curve case, we can straightforwardly compute n · gt = 〈nTgT̃〉, but there is a way that359

gives the desired expression more directly. For the twist, we found (Section 6.2) that n ⊥ ft, so for360

any vector vt in Ht,361

n · vt = n · gtgt · vt + n · ft ft · vt = n · gtgt · vt. (31)

Since the twist rotation is in the ia plane, the invariant vector in Ht is a = at, and we dot with362

that to get363

n · a = n · at = n · gtgt · at = n · gtg · a. (32)

This immediately gives a solution that matches (27) above,364

cos
β

2
= n · gt =

n · a
g · a =

cos θM
cos θF

. (33)
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We thus find the joint angle β, like the transformation angle α, to be the same for both C and T.365

8. Transformation between the Two Configurations—Mixed Curving and Twisting366

[*** Maybe don’t need this section.]367

The two rotations C and T take place in the separate, non-intersecting planes e4a and ia; the e4a368

rotation leaves the ia plane invariant, and vice-versa. As a result, the combined transformation that369

takes the curved Fc directly to the twisted Ft can be written as a single exponential,370

Ft = RFcR̃ (34)

R ≡ TC̃ = e−
1
2 iaαe−

1
2 e4aα = e−

1
2 (e4+i)aα. (35)

The result is a compound rotation, occurring in two commuting bivector planes (a feature only371

found with dimension > 3). Likewise,372

F′t = R′F′c R̃′ (36)

R′ ≡ T′C̃′ = e−
1
2 (e4+i)a′α. (37)

But F′t = Ft, and F′c = Fc, so the primed transformation actually has the same effect on Fc as the373

unprimed one,374

R′FcR̃′ = RFcR̃. (38)

This is only true, however, for the angle α. For intermediate angles between 0 and α, the two375

transformations give different results so that, beginning with the face plane Fc = F′c in the fully curved376

state, the primed and unprimed transformations will take it through different intermediate states to377

reach the fully twisted configuration Ft = F′t . Obviously, this must be so, since in the uncurved,378

untwisted configuration that was originally envisioned there are two distinct face planes.379

One might ask if there are mixed transformations that bring F and F′ together—a partial curve,380

followed by a partial twist, or vice versa. There are, but they involve some complications. After some381

curving, the 3-space of F ∧ a is not the same as that of F′ ∧ a′, so the rotated a and a′ are not suitable382

axes for a twist. It can be shown that F and F′ do inhabit a new, shared 3-space, and so twist axes can383

be found therein, but it does not seem sufficiently instructive to present details here.384

9. Face-Sharing Tetrahedra385

We now apply the results of Sections 6 and 7 to groups of tetrahedra which shall be brought386

together by our transformations so that they share certain face planes.387

9.1. Shared Edge Configuration388

Begin with a group of n congruent tetrahedra all having one edge in common, and oriented389

around that edge with uniform angular spacing (Figure 9). Define ai to be the unit vector directed390

from the center of the shared edge out to the centroid of the ith tetrahedron (if continued, it will meet391

the center of that tetrahedron’s opposite, outer edge). These ai will all lie in a plane orthogonal to the392

shared edge, with angle T = 2π/n between adjacent ones.393

Each tetrahedron has the same dihedral angle D at the shared edge, and we suppose that nD <394

360◦, such that the tetrahedra do not fill the angular space around the edge, but leave gaps between395

their faces (By the way, for our transformations to have the desired effect, it is not strictly necessary396
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(a)

a1
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(b)

a1
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Figure 9. (a) Edge-sharing 3-Group, (b) including the ai from the center of the shared edge out toward
the centers of the respective opposite edges. (The unit vectors ai are not to scale—the distance between
the centers of two opposite edges is not necessarily a unit length.) (c) Overhead view showing the face
planes F and F′ that will be rotated into coincidence by the transformation (curve or twist) defined by
a1 and a2.

that the tetrahedra be congruent, but only that their dihedral angles at this shared edge be congruent).397

Each vector ai makes the same angle T with its neighbors ai±1.398

It is now clear that any two adjacent tetrahedra in the group have adjacent face planes whose399

line of intersection is the shared edge, and whose respective ai are orthogonal to this edge. Midway400

between the two faces we can define a mirror plane M, and together with the two ai (one in each401

tetrahedron) this provides the parameters for our transformation, whether the curve or the twist,402

which will bring those faces into contact. By comparing the figure with Figure 6 where we defined403

θM and θF, we see that404

θF =
D
2

, θM =
T
2
=

π

n
. (39)

Moreover, because the tetrahedra centroids are evenly spaced, the same angles apply to the faces405

on either side of each tetrahedron. Thus, a2 will define the same transformation when paired with a3406

as with a1. In this manner, a set of transformations defined by all the ai and all the reflection planes407

will close all the gaps and bring all the faces into contact with their neighboring faces. Either the408

curve or the twist will do, each by the angle α found in the previous sections (eq. 13),409

cos α =
tan(D/2)
tan(T/2)

. (40)

After the transformation, the relative angle between adjacent faces, whether as a dihedral angle410

or as a twist, will be (eq. 27)411

cos
β

2
=

cos(T/2)
cos(D/2)

. (41)

9.1.1. Regular Tetrahedra in Groups of 3, 4, or 5412

For regular tetrahedra, the dihedral angle is given by cos D = 1
3 . Arranged about their shared413

edge in groups of 3, 4, or 5, the respective angles between the ai are T3 = 2π/3, T4 = π/2, and414

T5 = 2π/5. This leads to the following transformation and face joint angles:415
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Figure 10. Vertex-sharing 20-tetrahedron cluster uniformly spaced, with gaps between all faces.

(a)

a1

a2

n

(b)

Figure 11. (a) Example of 2 vertex-sharing tetrahedra with their face planes, (b) showing their centroid
axes ai bisected by n.

α3 = arccos
1√
6
≈ 65.9052◦ β3 = arccos

−1
4
≈ 104.4775◦

α4 = arccos
1√
2
= 45◦ β4 = arccos

1
2
= 60◦ (42)

α5 = arccos

√
1
2
+

1√
5
≈ 13.2825◦ β5 = arccos

3φ− 1
4
≈ 15.5225◦

where φ = 1+
√

5
2 is the golden ratio satisfying φ2 = φ + 1, and we used cos π

5 = φ
2 .416

9.2. Shared Vertex Configuration417

In a gapped 20-tetrahedron cluster, the tetrahedra are arranged with uniform angular spacing418

about a shared vertex; none share any edges (Figure 10). It remains true, however, that any two419

adjacent tetrahedra have adjacent faces which are symmetric across a mirror plane between them.420

Although the two faces do not themselves share an edge, the face planes share a common intersection421

line with the mirror plane (Figure 11), and the curve and twist transformations of Section 6 can be422

applied to bring the faces into contact.423

That intersection line between the two face planes contains all points common between them,424

including therefore the shared vertex. Define ai to be the unit vector directed from that vertex out to425

the centroid of the ith tetrahedron (its line also pass through the center of the tetrahedron’s opposite,426

outer face—see Figure 11 again). The aj in an adjacent tetrahedron will be the inversion of ai through427

a vector n lying in the mirror plane between them.428

Since the tetrahedra are evenly spaced, their 20 centroids lie at the face centers of a regular429

icosahedron. The angle 2θM between adjacent ai is then supplementary to the icosahedron’s dihedral430

angle of arccos −
√

5
3 , or cos 2θM =

√
5

3 . Furthermore, the angle θF from an ai to an adjacent face in431

its own tetrahedron is complementary to the tetrahedron’s dihedral angle of arccos 1
3 , so sin θF = 1

3 .432

Equations (13) and (27) then give433
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cos α =
tan θF
tan θM

=
sin θF
cos θF

1 + cos 2θM
sin 2θM

=
1√
8

1 +
√

5
3

2
3

=
1√
8

3 +
√

5
2

(43)

cos β = 2
cos2 θM

cos2 θF
− 1 =

1 + cos 2θM

cos2 θF
− 1 =

1 +
√

5
3

8
9
− 1 =

1 + 3
√

5
8

. (44)

These results may also be expressed in terms of the golden ratio φ, so we write434

α = arccos
φ2
√

8
≈ 22.2388◦, β = arccos

3φ− 1
4
≈ 15.5225◦ (45)

for the vertex-sharing uniformly gapped 20-tetrahedron cluster. These values should be435

compared with those given in Table 1, which were determined by a sequence of trigonometric436

calculations. The 20-group considered here contains the same arrangement as the 5-fold group437

vertex-sharing configuration in the table; α here corresponds to V and B, and β corresponds to F.438

9.3. Other Vertex-Sharing Configurations439

If we start with 4 vertex-sharing tetrahedra, the most symmetric configuration in 3D is to put440

the centroid of each at the face center of a large tetrahedron. There is then 3-fold symmetry around441

an axis, so we call it the 3-fold vertex-sharing configuration (see the entry in Table 1). The angle 2θM442

between centroid axes is supplementary to the dihedral angle arccos 1
3 of the large tetrahedron, or443

cos 2θM = − 1
3 ; θF is the same as before, sin θF = 1

3 . Then444

cos α =
sin θF
cos θF

1 + cos 2θM
sin 2θM

=
1√
8

1− 1
3√

8
3

=
1
4

(46)

cos β =
1 + cos 2θM

cos2 θF
− 1 =

1− 1
3

8
9
− 1 = −1

4
. (47)

For 4-fold symmetry, we use two layers of 4 tetrahedra each, and their centroids lie in the face445

centers of an octahedron. The angle 2θM between centroid axes is supplementary to the octahedron’s446

dihedral angle arccos −1
3 , so cos 2θM = 1

3 , and θF is still the same. Thus447

cos α =
sin θF
cos θF

1 + cos 2θM
sin 2θM

=
1√
8

1 + 1
3√

8
3

=
1
2

(48)

cos β =
1 + cos 2θM

cos2 θF
− 1 =

1 + 1
3

8
9
− 1 =

1
2

. (49)

These angles may again be compared with Table 1, for the 3- and 4-fold cases. (There is a sign448

difference for cos β; this is because β here represents the exterior dihedral angle, while the values for449

V and B in the table represent its supplement, the interior angle.)450

10. Summary and Outlook451

We have discussed how the geometric frustration arising from the failure of regular tetrahedra452

to tile 3D space can be encoded in four different ways, arranging the tetrahedra with local symmetry453

that can be propagated globally to form quasicrystals. These four arrangements make symmetric use454

of gaps, distortion, discrete 4D curvature, and twisting, respectively, to create local order. The latter455

three methods bring faces of adjacent tetrahedra into contact so that the total number of independent456
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face planes in a cluster has a minimum value, but the latter two share the property with the gap457

method that the tetrahedra remain regular.458

Indeed, the twist and the discrete curvature arrangements can be obtained from the gap459

arrangement by simple rotations, and we have found that the transformation angle in the two cases460

is the same, as is the relative joint angle between adjacent tetrahedra after the rotation. This match461

suggests the possibility of using twist to encode curvature.462

A 3D Riemannian manifold, curved in 4D, can be approximated by a simplicial463

manifold—essentially, a triangulation of the manifold by tetrahedra (3-simplices). Perhaps such a464

manifold could be flattened out into a single 3-space, with twists of the tetrahedra replacing the bends465

to 4D, and twisted joint angles between them in flat 3-space representing the 4D folded dihedral joint466

angles of the original manifold. In this paper we have demonstrated this possibility locally for a vertex467

point of uniform curvature surrounded by regular tetrahedra, but a general simplicial manifold may468

have varying dihedral angles, as well as irregular tetrahedra, around a single vertex. It remains to be469

seen whether an arbitrary vertex can be represented by a twist configuration.470

Such full generality, however, may not be required for realistic physical models. In this regard471

it is worth mentioning the success of Causal Dynamical Triangulation (CDT) in approximating472

vacuum solutions of Einstein’s field equations [22] with a Feynman path integral sum of simplicial473

manifolds [23,24]. What is striking about this approach is the simplicity of using only (pseudo)474

regular 4-simplices of uniform size: all the variability of the manifold is contained in the dihedral475

angles at their interfaces. For a given arrangement of 4-simplices, these angles encode the geometric476

frustration, and hence the curvature, which is extracted by a Regge calculus operator. We have shown477

analogous approaches to expressing geometric frustration via our quasicrystalline formalism. As478

opposed to the continuous degrees of freedom CDT allows for the dihedral angles, our approach is479

simpler in its highly restricted sets of values, whether that be rotation, edge contraction, etc. It remains480

an open question as to whether or not our approach will lead to realistic Einstein field equation481

approximations.482

To answer that question, further work will need to go beyond individual vertices and address483

the connections between successive vertices. It is certainly true that the projection of a corrugated484

layer in an nD lattice, via an irrational angle to (n − m)D, where n > m and n, mZ, does encode485

transdimensional geometrical frustration in the projection—the quasicrystal. On a Riemannian486

manifold, the constraint of smoothness connects local structure to its neighborhood, with implications487

for the global structure, and these connections are analyzed using the tools of differential geometry.488

For a simplicial manifold, the constraint that connects local structure to its neighborhood lies in489

certain regularity conditions—e.g., the triangulation must be complete (no gaps) and pure (no isolated490

faces or edges)—and this again has implications for the global structure. In this case, our analytic tool491

is the Regge Calculus. Now, for a twist configuration, Fang has shown [10,13] that the structure can be492

propagated globally, but one has yet to characterize the nature of connections between neighboring493

vertices and construct a Regge-type calculus to analyze the aggregate twist structure.494

Yet another question is how a twist network would encode the properties of a Lorentzian metric.495

Evidently, there is much still to be done, but such a program holds out the interesting possibility of496

modeling spacetime itself as a flat-space quasicrystalline network of twisted simplices, with the twist497

taking on the traditional role of curvature.498

Supplementary Materials: Provide link to Wolfram demo site.499
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Abbreviations507

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:508

509

CDT Causal Dynamical Triangulation510

Appendix A511

Appendix A.1512

The appendix is an optional section that can contain details and data supplemental to the main513

text. For example, explanations of experimental details that would disrupt the flow of the main514

text, but nonetheless remain crucial to understanding and reproducing the research shown; figures of515

replicates for experiments of which representative data is shown in the main text can be added here if516

brief, or as Supplementary data. Mathematical proofs of results not central to the paper can be added517

as an appendix.518

Appendix B519

All appendix sections must be cited in the main text. In the appendixes, Figures, Tables, etc.520

should be labeled starting with ‘A’, e.g., Figure A1, Figure A2, etc.521
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